amazon com nikon d40 d40x digital field guide - nikon d40 d40x digital field guide is filled with everything you need to know in order to take amazing photographs using your nikon d40 or nikon d40x this full color portable guide walks you through the essential controls features and functions of your nikon d40 or d40x digital slr using step by step instructions and full color images of each menu screen, nikon d50 digital field guide 1st edition amazon com - fulfillment by amazon fba is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in amazon s fulfillment centers and we directly pack ship and provide customer service for these products, macro photographer janice sullivan shotkit - hello my name is janice sullivan and i am a fine art macro and landscape photographer my passion has always been to observe everything at an up close level one would think i would have been a scientist, best wide angle lenses for nikon canon more ultimate - this guide attempts to answer the question of what is the best wide angle lens for your nikon or canon dslr whilst a staple in the camera bags of architecture landscape and interior photographers the wide angle lens is also immensely popular amongst photojournalism wedding sports and even portrait photographers, top 10 popular dslrs digital photography school - the nikon d90 dx is a 12 3 megapixel dslr which comes bundled with an 18 105mm f 3 5 5 6 ed af s vr lens while not nikon s newest camera it has many fans in our forums and it is no wonder when you see its feature set including 3 0 inch lcd high res live view framing face detection video recording image sensor cleaning 4 5 frames per second shooting and a lot more
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